Company Example Database
Overview
The company wishes to create a database to keep track of a company’s employees,
departments and projects.
Suppose that after the requirements collection and analysis phase, the database designers
provide the following description of the miniworld – the part of the company that will be
represented in the database.
Question

Represent the above in a ER diagram.

Company Solution

In our example, we specify the following relationship types:
MANAGES, which is a 1:1(one-to-one) relationship type between EMPLOYEE and
DEPARTMENT. EMPLOYEE participation is partial. DEPARTMENT participation is not clear
from the requirements. We question the users, who say that a department must have a
manager at all times, which implies total participation.
The attribute Start_date is assigned to this relationship type.
WORKS_FOR, a 1:N (one-to-many) relationship type between DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE.
Both participations are total.
CONTROLS, a 1:N relationship type between DEPARTMENT and PROJECT. The participation
of PROJECT is total, whereas that of DEPARTMENT is deter- mined to be partial, after
consultation with the users indicates that some departments may control no projects.

SUPERVISION, a 1:N relationship type between EMPLOYEE (in the supervisor role) and
EMPLOYEE (in the supervisee role). Both participations are determined to be partial, after

the users indicate that not every employee is a supervisor and not every employee has a
supervisor.
WORKS_ON, determined to be an M:N (many-to-many) relationship type with attribute
Hours, after the users indicate that a project can have several employees working on it.
Both participations are determined to be total.
DEPENDENTS_OF, a 1:N relationship type between EMPLOYEE and DEPENDENT, which is
also the identifying relationship for the weak entity type DEPENDENT. The participation of
EMPLOYEE is partial, whereas that of DEPENDENT is total.
A weak entity type normally has a partial key, which is the attribute that can uniquely
identify weak entities that are related to the same owner entity. In our example, if we
assume that no two dependents of the same employee ever have the same first name, the
attribute Name of DEPENDENT is the partial key. In the worst case, a composite attribute of
all the weak entity’s attributes will be the partial key.
In ER diagrams, both a weak entity type and its identifying relationship are distinguished by
surrounding their boxes and diamonds with double lines. The partial key attribute is
underlined with a dashed or dotted line.

